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QUIVER HALL-LITTLEWOOD FUNCTIONS AND
KOSTKA-SHOJI POLYNOMIALS
DANIEL ORR AND MARK SHIMOZONO
Abstract. For any triple (i, a, µ) consisting of a vertex i in a quiver Q, a
positive integer a, and a dominant GLa-weight µ, we define a quiver current
H
(i,a)
µ acting on the tensor power Λ
Q of symmetric functions over the vertices
of Q. These provide a quiver generalization of parabolic Garsia-Jing creation
operators in the theory of Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions. For a triple
(i, a, µ(•)) of sequences of such data, we define the quiver Hall-Littlewood
function Hi,a
µ(•)
as the result of acting on 1 ∈ ΛQ by the corresponding sequence
of quiver currents. The quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials are the expansion
coefficients of Hi,a
µ(•)
in the tensor Schur basis. These polynomials include the
Kostka-Foulkes polynomials and parabolic Kostka polynomials (Jordan quiver)
and the Kostka-Shoji polynomials (cyclic quiver) as special cases.
We show that the quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials are graded multiplicities
in the equivariant Euler characteristic of a vector bundle (determined by µ(•))
on Lusztig’s convolution diagram determined by the sequences i,a. For certain
compositions of currents we conjecture higher cohomology vanishing of the
associated vector bundle on Lusztig’s convolution diagram. For quivers with
no branching we propose an explicit positive formula for the quiver Kostka-
Shoji polynomials in terms of catabolizable multitableaux.
We also relate our constructions to K-theoretic Hall algebras, by realiz-
ing the quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials as natural structure constants and
showing that the quiver currents provide a symmetric function lifting of the
corresponding shuffle product. In the case of a cyclic quiver, we explain how the
quiver currents arise in Saito’s vertex representation of the quantum toroidal
algebra of type slr.
1. Introduction
Consider the space ΛQ = ⊗i∈Q0Λ
(i) of quiver symmetric functions, the tensor
power of symmetric functions Λ with one factor for each vertex i ∈ Q0 of a quiver
Q, over a coefficient ring with a parameter tb for each arrow b ∈ Q1 in the quiver.
Given a triple (i, a, µ) where i ∈ Q0 is a vertex, a ∈ Z>0, and µ ∈ X+(GLa) is a
dominant integral GLa-weight, we introduce the quiver current H
(i,a)
µ ∈ End(ΛQ).
Quiver currents are generalizations of parabolic Garsia-Jing creation operators [G]
[J] [SZ1]. Compositions of such operators are indexed by triples (i, a, µ(•)) where
i is a list of vertices, a is a list of positive integers, and µ(•) is a list of weights.
When acting on the vacuum vector, such a composite operator creates the Hall-
Littlewood quiver symmetric function H i,aµ(•) ∈ Λ
Q. Their expansion coefficients
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) in the tensor Schur basis sλ• are polynomials in the arrow variables
with integer coefficients. We call these the quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials. When
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all arrow variables are set to a single parameter, these are instances of Panyushev’s
generalized Kostka polynomials [P].
1.1. Special cases.
1.1.1. Single loop. Consider the quiver with one vertex and a loop. If all weights in
µ(•) are single rows, Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) is the classical Kostka-Foulkes polynomial [Bry]
[LS] [Mac]. These polynomials give local intersection cohomology for the nullcone
[L1].
If all weights are rectangles of a fixed width, Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) is a graded multiplicity
at an irreducible GLn-character in the coordinate ring of a nilpotent adjoint orbit
closure in gln [S1] [W].
If all weights are rectangles Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1 ) is a graded multiplicity in tensor prod-
ucts of affine type A Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules [KSS] [ScW] [S1] [S2] [S3] [W].
In general Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) is a parabolic Kostka polynomial [Bro] [SW].
1.1.2. r-vertex cyclic quiver. This includes the case of the single loop quiver (r =
1). For a very specific sequence of currents, the polynomials Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) were
studied by Finkelberg and Ionov [FI] and earlier by Shoji in connection with Green’s
polynomials for complex reflection groups [Sh1, Sh3] (see Examples 2.6 and 2.17).
For r = 2 these polynomials have an interpretation in intersection cohomology
for the enhanced nullcone [AH] and the mirabolic affine Grassmannian [FGT].
1.1.3. A2 quiver. For the quiver with two vertices Q0 = {0, 1} and a single edge
(0, 1), for special sequences of currents a formula for Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) was proved in
[Cr]. The answer is a single power of t01 times a truncated Littlewood-Richardson
coefficient.
1.2. Lusztig’s convolution diagram. Associated with a composition of currents
is a vector bundle on Lusztig’s convolution diagram [L2], which is itself a vector bun-
dle over a product of partial flag varieties, one for each quiver vertex.1 The quiver
Kostka-Shoji polynomials are the arrow-graded isotypic components of the (virtual)
quiver GL-module afforded by the Euler characteristic of this vector bundle. For
certain compositions of currents we conjecture higher cohomology vanishing of the
vector bundle on Lusztig’s convolution diagram (Conjecture 2.15), which implies
the positivity of quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials. Higher vanishing is known in
some cases by a result of Panyushev [P], which we explain in Remark 2.18.
1.3. Combinatorics. For quivers with no branching (that is, whose connected
components are directed cycles or directed paths) we propose an explicit positive
formula for the quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials (Conjecture 4.4) in terms of catab-
olizable multitableaux. For the single loop quiver this reduces to [SW, Conjecture
27].
1Lusztig’s construction is defined for loopless quivers. We allow loops but add a condition
which enforces nilpotence.
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1.4. K-theoretic Hall algebras. The direct sum of equivariantK-groups of quiver
representation spaces over all possible dimension vectors carries a natural associa-
tive algebra structure, which we define in Section 5 by adapting Kontsevich and
Soibelman’s definition of cohomological Hall algebras [KS]. This turns out to be
identical to Lusztig’s convolution product [L2], just applied to equivariantK-groups
rather than perverse sheaves (see Remark 5.8). The multiplication in this ring, the
(non-preprojective) K-theoretic Hall algebra, is given by a shuffle product directly
analogous to that of [KS], however containing extra equivariance from the arrow
parameters.
We express the quiver Hall-Littlewood series as iterated shuffle products (Propo-
sition 5.3), which leads to another interpretation of quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomi-
als: they are structure constants with respect to tensor Schur polynomials in the
K-theoretic Hall algebra. We also show that the quiver currents provide a natu-
ral symmetric function lifting of the multiplication in the K-theoretic Hall algebra
(Proposition 5.5) and its preprojective (q, t)-version (Proposition 5.12). Preprojec-
tive cohomological Hall algebras were introduced by Yang and Zhao [YZ] for any
algebraic oriented cohomology theory; earlier, the K-theoretic case of these algebras
were studied extensively for single loop [SchV] [FT] [Ne1] and cyclic quivers [Ne2].
We define the corresponding (q, t)-versions of our quiver currents in Section 5.3.
1.5. Quantum toroidal slr. For cyclic quivers the (q, t)-quiver currents with
a = 1 give the vertex representation [Sa] of the (positive part of the) quantum
toroidal algebra U¨q,t(slr) [GKV]. This connection is explained in Appendix A.
This provides a realization of Kostka-Shoji polynomials [Sh3] in the representation
theory of quantum toroidal algebras which we intend to pursue further in future
work.
The vertex representation of U¨q,t(slr) arises geometrically via the equivariant
K-groups of Nakajima varieties for the cyclic quiver with one-dimensional framing
space [VV] [Nag] (see also [FJMM] and [T] for the connections between various
U¨q,t(slr)-representations). It is interesting to speculate about the relationship be-
tween our symmetric function operators and Nakajima’s geometric construction of
quantum loop algebra representations for general quivers [Nak]. However, the con-
nection to quiver Hall-Littlewood functions in the case of cyclic quivers requires
separate parameters (q, t), followed by the specialization q = 0 (see the right-hand
side of (55)). For general quivers we do not know the meaning of this specialization
in the setting of Nakajima varieties.
The (q, t)-version of the cyclic quiver current (for a = 1, see (55)) is the natural
analog of certain operators generating part of the action of the elliptic Hall alge-
bra (also known as “quantum toroidal gl1”) on symmetric functions [SchV], which
are known to play a fundamental and important role in Macdonald theory [GHT]
[BGLX] [GN]. We hope that the (q, t)-currents will play an equally important role
in a theory of cyclic quiver Macdonald symmetric functions, possibly those of [Sh2],
forming a basis of cyclic quiver symmetric functions ΛQ involving both parameters
(q, t) and which specialize to the quiver Hall-Littlewood functions at q = 0.2
2Another candidate for cyclic quiver Macdonald symmetric functions would seem to be given
by the wreath Macdonald polynomials of [Hai] [BF]; however, remarks in [Hai, §7.2.4] indicate
that these polynomials at q = 0 do not coincide with Shoji’s [Sh1].
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2. Quiver Hall-Littlewood series
2.1. Quiver. Let Q = (Q0, Q1) be a quiver (finite directed graph) with vertex set
Q0 and arrow set Q1. We write ha ∈ Q0 (resp. ta ∈ Q0) for the head (resp. tail)
of the arrow a ∈ Q1: pictorially ta
a
→ ha. Loops (a ∈ Q1 such that ha = ta) and
multiple edges (a 6= b ∈ Q1 with ha = hb and ta = tb) are allowed.
Let ZQ0 =
⊕
i∈Q0
Zf (i) be the lattice of virtual dimension vectors. We write
its elements as ν• =
∑
i∈Q0
ν(i)f (i) where f (i) ∈ ZQ0 is the i-th standard basis
vector and ν(i) is the coefficient of ν at f (i). Let V = Vν• =
⊕
i∈Q0
V(i) be a Q0-
graded C-vector space of dimension ν•, that is, dimV(i) = ν(i) for all i ∈ Q0. Let
E = Eν• =
∏
a∈Q1
HomC(V
(ta),V(ha)) be the representation space of Q0-graded
dimension ν.3 For i ∈ Q0 let G(i) = GL(V(i)) ∼= GLν(i) be the general linear group
acting at vertex i. Let G• = Gν• =
∏
i∈Q0
G(i) act on E by (gi | i ∈ Q0) · (φa | a ∈
Q1) = (ghaφag
−1
ta | a ∈ Q1).
2.2. Torus weights. Let TQ1 = (C∗)Q1 be an algebraic torus with a copy of C∗ for
each arrow a ∈ Q1. We have R(TQ1) ∼= Z[t±1a | a ∈ Q1] such that the exponential
weight of the action of the a-th copy of C∗ in TQ1 on HomC(V
ta,Vha) is t−1a .
We call the ta arrow variables. The action of T
Q1 commutes with the action of
G• on E. We write tQ1 to refer to the collection of all arrow variables and set
Z[t±1Q1 ] = Z[t
±1
a | a ∈ Q1].
Remark 2.1. If Q has no multiple arrows, that is, for every (i, j) ∈ Q20 there is at
most one b ∈ Q1 such that tb = i and hb = j, then we write ti,j for tb if b is the
unique arrow going from i to j.
For each i ∈ Q0 let T (i) ⊂ G(i) be the standard maximal torus. Let T • = Tν• ∼=∏
i∈Q0
T (i) be the maximal torus in G•. For i ∈ Q0, let the exponentials of the
weights of T (i) be denoted x
(i)
1 , x
(i)
2 , . . . , x
(i)
ν(i)
.
Let G = G• × TQ1 and T = T • × TQ1 . We also write Gν• = G
• and Gν• = G
when it is necessary to distinguish between different dimension vectors.
We use notation such as X(G) and X+(G) for the integral weights and dominant
integral weights. We have a natural identification X(G•) = X(GL(V)), since T •
is a maximal torus in both GL(V) and its Levi subgroup G•.
For λ ∈ X(G) we write λ for its image under the forgetful map X(G)→ X(G•).
We make the identification R(T ) ∼= R(T •) ⊗Z Z[t
±1
Q1
] and also define its “com-
pletion” R̂(T ) = R(T •) ⊗Z Z((tQ1 )) where Z((tQ1)) is the field of formal Laurent
series in the variables tQ1 . Similarly, we define R̂(G) = R(G
•)⊗Z Z((tQ1)).
3We write linear functions as matrices acting from the left of their arguments, which are
column vectors. So the elements of HomC(V
ta,Vha) are matrices with dimVha rows and dimVta
columns.
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2.3. Sequences of currents: preview. The space of quiver symmetric functions
ΛQ =
⊗
i∈Q0
Λ(i) is by definition theQ0-fold tensor power of the symmetric function
algebra Λ over the ring R(TQ1). For a triple (i, a, µ) with i ∈ Q0, a ∈ Z>0, and
µ ∈ Za a weakly decreasing sequence of integers (dominant GLa-weight), we shall
define an operator H
(i,a)
µ on ΛQ that we call a quiver current (see (29)).
4 The
operator H
(i,a)
µ is a quiver analogue of a parabolic Garsia-Jing operator [G] [J]
[SZ1] (see (31)).
Consider a sequence of triples
(i1, a1, µ(1)), (i2, a2, µ(2)), . . . , (im, am, µ(m)),(1)
or equivalently a triple of sequences
(i, a, µ(•)) where(2)
i = (i1, i2, . . . , im)(3)
a = (a1, a2, . . . , am)(4)
µ(•) = (µ(1), µ(2), . . . , µ(m))(5)
where we emphasize that each µ(j) ∈ X+(GLaj ) is a dominant integral weight.
The quiver Hall-Littlewood symmetric function H i,aµ(•) ∈ Λ
Q is defined by apply-
ing a sequence of currents to the vacuum vector 1:
H i,aµ(•) = H
(i1,a1)
µ(1) · · ·H
(im,am)
µ(m) · 1.(6)
For a Q0-tuple of partitions λ
• ∈ YQ0 let sλ• =
⊗
i∈Q0
sλ(i) [X
(i)] ∈ ΛQ be the basis
of tensor Schur functions.
The quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) are the polynomials in the
arrow variables defined by the coefficients of the quiver Hall-Littlewood symmetric
function at the tensor Schur basis:
H i,aµ(•) =
∑
λ•
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1)sλ• .(7)
2.4. Indexing. Two forms of indexing will be used for almost all objects. Sequence
notation comes directly from the sequences (2) and uses lowered parenthesis nota-
tion, e.g., µ(k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ m. The other is vertex notation, based on grouping
terms in these sequences according to the vertex. Vertex notation uses parenthe-
sized superscripts, e.g., G(i) for i ∈ Q0.
2.5. Standard big partial flag. The pair (i, a) defines a sequence of dimension
vectors and a standard “big partial flag”. Starting with the zero dimension vector,
add dimension am at vertex im. Then then add dimension am−1 at vertex im−1,
and so on.5 That is, we consider the dimension vectors 0, amf
(im), amf
(im) +
4The usual notion of current in the theory of vertex algebras is a generating function of such
operators for i fixed, a = 1, and summing over all integers µ.
5This is consistent with the order in which the operators are applied in (6).
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am−1f
(im−1), etc. The final dimension vector is denoted
ν• = ν•(i, a) =
m∑
k=1
akf
(ik) or equivalently(8)
ν(i) =
∑
k
ik=i
ak.(9)
We define a(i) to be the subsequence of a consisting of the ak such that ik = i.
Example 2.2. Let Q0 = {0, 1} and Q1 = {(0, 0), (0, 1)}. Let (i, a) be given by
k 1 2 3 4 5
ik 0 0 1 0 1
ak 1 1 1 1 2
We have a(0) = (1, 1, 1), ν(0) = 1 + 1 + 1 = 3, a(1) = (1, 2), and ν(1) = 1 + 2 = 3.
From now on fix (i, a) and ν• = ν•(i, a).
For i ∈ Q0 let B(i) = {e
(i)
1 , . . . , e
(i)
ν(i)
} be a fixed T (i)-weight basis of V(i)
V(i) = Ce
(i)
1 ⊕ Ce
(i)
2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ce
(i)
ν(i)
.
with corresponding set of exponential weights x(i) = (x
(i)
1 , x
(i)
2 , . . . , x
(i)
ν(i)
).
We now define the sequence notation for the above. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ m let
B(k) consist of ak consecutive elements of B(ik), such that if ik = iℓ = i with
k < ℓ then the elements of B(k) precede those of B(ℓ) in B(i). We denote by
e(k)1, e(k)2, . . . , e(k)ak the elements of B(k) and denote by x(k) the set of x variables
associated with the basis elements of B(k).
Example 2.3. Continuing the previous example we have B(0) = {e
(0)
1 |e
(0)
2 |e
(0)
3 },
B(1) = {e
(1)
1 |e
(1)
2 , e
(1)
3 } where the vertical lines break each B
(i) into the subsets B(k)
for which ik = i.
k 1 2 3 4 5
e(1)1 e(2)1 e(3)1 e(4)1 e(5)1, e(5)2
B(k) e
(0)
1 e
(0)
2 e
(1)
1 e
(0)
3 e
(1)
2 , e
(1)
3
x(k) x
(0)
1 x
(0)
2 x
(1)
1 x
(0)
3 x
(1)
2 , x
(1)
3
Define V(k) to be the Q0-graded subspace of V whose basis is
⊔
ℓ>k B(ℓ) for
1 ≤ k ≤ m. We have
V = V(0) ⊃ V(1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ V(m− 1) ⊃ V(m) = 0.
We call V (•) the standard big partial flag.
2.6. Variety Fli,a of big partial flags. A flag of type (i, a) is a decreasing se-
quence F(•) of Q0-graded vector subspaces
V = F(0) ⊃ F(1) ⊃ F(2) · · · ⊃ F(m) = 0
such that for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m:
dim(F(k)(i)/F(k − 1)(i)) =
{
ak if ik = i
0 otherwise.
(10)
Let Fli,a be the variety of flags of type (i, a). It has basepoint V(•).
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2.7. Multi-partial flags. The projections V → V(i) for i ∈ Q0 induce a G•-
equivariant isomorphism
Fli,a
∼
−→
∏
i∈Q0
Fla(i)(V
(i))
where Fla(i)(V
(i)) is a variety of partial flags in V(i) of dimension jumps given by
the sequence a(i).
2.8. Lusztig’s iterated convolution diagram [L2, §1.5]. Let φ ∈ E. Say that
a flag F(•) ∈ Fli,a is φ-stable if
φa(F(k)
(ta)) ⊂ F(k)(ha) for all a ∈ Q1, 1 ≤ k ≤ m.(11)
Say that F(•) is strictly φ-stable if
φa(F(k − 1)
(ta)) ⊂ F(k)(ha) for all a ∈ Q1, 1 ≤ k ≤ m.(12)
Say that φ is nilpotent if there is an N such that for any directed path bN · · · b2b1
6
in Q with bj ∈ Q1, the composition φb1φb2 · · ·φbN is the zero map.
Lemma 2.4. [L2, Lemma 1.8]. Let φ ∈ E.
(a) For quivers without loops, for F(•) ∈ Fli,a, F(•) is φ-stable if and only if it
is strictly φ-stable. Moreover φ is nilpotent if and only if there is a φ-stable
flag F(•) ∈ Fli,a.
(b) For quivers with loops, if there is a strictly φ-stable flag F(•) ∈ Fli,a then
φ is nilpotent.
Let W = Wi,a ⊂ Fli,a × E be the variety of pairs (F(•), φ) such that F(•) is
strictly φ-stable. For quivers without loops this is Lusztig’s convolution diagram
[L2, §1.5].
The projection
W
p
−→ Fli,a(13)
gives W the structure of a G•-homogeneous vector bundle [L2, Lemma 1.6]. The
other projection map Spr = Spri,a :W → E is proper; it is known to give a desingu-
larization of its image when Q is a Dynkin quiver [R] or a cyclic quiver [ADK] [Sch].
Example 2.5. For the single loop quiver, i is unnecessary, the dimension vector
is just a dimension, the sequence a gives the diagonal block sizes for a standard
parabolic P ⊂ G, W = T ∗(G/P ), and Spr is the Springer desingularization of
the closure of an adjoint orbit of a nilpotent. If all ak are 1 then the nilpotent is
principal. If m = 1 (there is only one step in the sequence a) then the nilpotent is
zero.
Example 2.6. For the directed cycle quiver Q0 = Z/rZ, Q1 = {(i, i + 1) | i ∈ Q0}
with r ≥ 2 and a positive integer n, define (i, a) by m = rn, i = (0, 1, 2, . . . ) where
vertices are considered modulo r, and ak = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Then Zi,a is the
vector bundle of Finkelberg and Ionov [FI] (see also Example 2.17 below).
6This ugly contravariance is a consequence of writing linear functions on the left of their
arguments.
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Remark 2.7. The generality afforded by Lusztig’s convolution diagrams Wi,a is
far greater than that of our earlier (unpublished) work [OS] which initiated the
study of quiver Hall-Littlewood functions and Kostka-Shoji polynomials in a more
restricted setting. This involved a total order i1 < · · · < ir on Q0 compatible with
an acyclic subquiver Qˆ of Q. This is recovered as a special case by choosing the
data i = (i1, . . . , ir, i1, . . . , ir, . . . ), with each vertex appearing the same number of
times, and a = (1, 1, 1, . . . ).
2.9. Vector bundle weights. Let W ⊂ E = Eν•(i,a) be the fiber of W over the
basepoint V(•) ∈ Fli,a. It carries an action of P
• =
∏
i∈Q0
P (i) where P (i) ⊂ G(i)
is the parabolic that stabilizes the projection of the standard big partial flag V(•)
to V(i). We have the partial flag varieties G(i)/P (i) ∼= Fla(i)(V
(i)). Note that P •
is lower triangular with respect to our ordered basis of V.
W has a T -weight basis Ri,a consisting of vectors αap,q(k, ℓ) ∈ W for
(1) each k < ℓ
(2) each arrow a ∈ Q1 such that ha = ik and ta = iℓ
(3) each p, q such that 1 ≤ p ≤ ak and 1 ≤ q ≤ aℓ.
The vector αap,q(k, ℓ) has exponential weight
exp(wt(αap,q(k, ℓ))) = t
−1
a x(ℓ)q/x(k)p.(14)
We shall use the shorthand
tα = ta for α = α
a
p,q(k, ℓ) ∈ Ri,a.(15)
We have
W = G• ×P
•
W.
Example 2.8. Below is a picture of Ri,a for the data of Example 2.2.
ik\iℓ 0 0 1 0 1
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1
0 ∗ ∗
1
Note that the rows with ik = 1 have no roots because the vertex 1 has no outgoing
arrows.
Example 2.9. Let Q0 = {0, 1} and Q1 = {a, b} with ha = hb = 0 and ta = tb = 1.
Let i = (0, 1) and a = (2, 1). Then Ri,a = {αa1,1(1, 2), α
a
2,1(1, 2)α
b
1,1(1, 2), α
b
2,1(1, 2)}
can be depicted by
ik\iℓ 0 1
0
2
2
1
The entries 2 indicate that E consists of two linear maps C2 → C1.
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2.10. Twisting W by a vector bundle. Given (i, a), consider a sequence of
m weights µ(•) = (µ(1), µ(2), . . . , µ(m)) where µ(k) ∈ X+(GLak). For i ∈ Q0
let µ(•)(i) denote the subsequence of weights µ(k) for which ik = i, and let
µ(i) ∈ Zν
(i)
= X(GL(V(i))) be the (not necessarily dominant) weight obtained
by concatenating the weights in the sequence µ(•)(i). We will use the notation µ•
to denote the Q0-tuple of weights (µ
(i) | i ∈ Q0).
Example 2.10. For the running example (Example 2.2), let
µ(•) = ((3), (2), (4), (4), (2, 1)).
Then µ(•)(0) = ((3), (2), (4)), µ(0) = (3, 2, 4), µ(•)(1) = ((4), (2, 1)), and µ(1) =
(4, 2, 1); µ• is the Q0-tuple ((3, 2, 4), (4, 2, 1)).
For each i ∈ Q0 the sequence µ(•)(i) defines a dominant weight for the standard
Levi subgroup L(i) ⊂ P (i) ⊂ G(i) with diagonal block sizes given by a(i) (see §2.3),
where P (i) is defined as in §2.9. Let Fl(V(i)) be the variety of complete flags inV(i).
Let Lµ(•) be the G
•-equivariant vector bundle on
∏
i∈Q0
Fl(V(i)) whose weight at
the basepoint of Fl(V(i)) is µ(i). We may identify Fl(V(i)) with G(i)/B
(i)
− , where
B
(i)
− is the lower triangular Borel subgroup with respect to the ordered basis B
(i).
Let B•− =
∏
i∈Q0
B
(i)
− . Then Lµ(•) = G
• ×B
•
− Cµ• .
Let r :
∏
i∈Q0
Fl(V(i))→
∏
i∈Q0
Fla(i)(V
(i)) be the product of projections, which
for the i-th factor maps the complete flag variety Fl(V(i)) to the partial flag variety
Fla(i)(V
(i)). Define the vector bundle Wµ(•) on W by
Wµ(•) = p∗(r∗(Lµ(•))).(16)
2.11. Quiver Hall-Littlewood series. We define the quiver Hall-Littlewood se-
ries χi,aµ(•) to be the G-equivariant Euler characteristic of the global sections functor
applied to Wµ(•):
χi,aµ(•) =
∑
p≥0
(−1)pchGH
p(W ,Wµ(•)).
We can compute this as follows. Let J• be the antisymmetrization operator over
the Weyl group S• =
∏
i∈Q0
S(i) where S(i) is the symmetric group Sν(i) , the Weyl
group for GL(V(i)):
J• =
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
w•.(17)
Let ρ• be the Q0-tuple of weights ρ
(i) = ρν(i) where ρn = (n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 1, 0) is
a GLn-weight. For f ∈ R̂(T ) define the Demazure operator
Dw•0 (f) = J
•(xρ
•
)−1J•(xρ
•
f).(18)
Let xµ(•) be the monomial
xµ(•) =
m∏
k=1
x(k)µ(k)(19)
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where x(k) is defined in §2.5. Finally, let
Bi,a = chT Sym(W
∨)(20)
=
∏
1≤k<ℓ≤m
∏
a∈Q1
ta=ik
ha=iℓ
∏
(y,z)∈x(k)×x(ℓ)
(1 − tay/z)
−1
where Sym(W∨) is the symmetric algebra of the dual of W . Then:
Proposition 2.11. The quiver Hall-Littlewood series is given by:
χi,aµ(•) = Dw•0 (x
µ(•)Bi,a).(21)
This is understood as an element of R(T •)[[tQ1 ]], i.e., as the character of a
(virtual) TQ1-graded locally finite G•-module.
Proof. We have a canonical isomorphism
Hp(W ,Wµ(•)) ∼= Hp
∏
i∈Q0
Fla(i)(V
(i)), r∗Lµ(•) ⊗ Sym(W
∨)
 .
Next we consider the vector bundle W˜ = G• ×B
•
− W ∼= r∗W on
∏
i∈Q0
Fl(V(i)).
We have
Hp
∏
i∈Q0
Fla(i)(V
(i)), r∗Lµ(•) ⊗ Sym(W
∨)

∼= Hp
∏
i∈Q0
Fl(V(i)),Lµ(•) ⊗ Sym(W˜
∨)

because Hq(P •/B•−,Lµ(•)) = 0 for q > 0; the latter ensures that R
qr∗Lµ(•) = 0 for
q > 0. Finally, invoking the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem, we have
χi,aµ(•) = chG
∑
p≥0
(−1)pHp
∏
i∈Q0
Fl(V(i)),Lµ(•) ⊗ Sym(W˜
∨)

= Dw•0 (x
µ(•)Bi,a). 
Example 2.12. Consider the data of Example 2.2. Writing k, ℓ to label the groups
of factors, we have
B−1
i,a =
(
1− t00
x
(0)
1
x
(0)
2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1,2
(
1− t01
x
(0)
1
x
(1)
1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1,3
(
1− t00
x
(0)
1
x
(0)
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1,4
(
1− t01
x
(0)
1
x
(1)
2
)(
1− t01
x
(0)
1
x
(1)
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1,5(
1− t01
x
(0)
2
x
(1)
1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2,3
(
1− t00
x
(0)
2
x
(0)
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2,4
(
1− t01
x
(0)
2
x
(1)
2
)(
1− t01
x
(0)
2
x
(1)
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2,5(
1− t01
x
(0)
3
x
(1)
2
)(
1− t01
x
(0)
3
x
(1)
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
4,5
.
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Example 2.13. For the data of Example 2.9,
B−1
i,a =
(
1− ta
x
(0)
1
x
(1)
1
)(
1− ta
x
(0)
2
x
(1)
1
)(
1− tb
x
(0)
1
x
(1)
1
)(
1− tb
x
(0)
2
x
(1)
1
)
.
Example 2.14. The series χi,aµ(•) is generally infinite. For the single loop quiver at
Q0 = {0} with i = (0, 0), a = (1, 1), and µ(•) = ((0), (0)) (the graded character of
the nullcone in gl2) we have
χi,aµ(•) =
∑
r≥0
tr0,0(x
(0)
1 x
(0)
2 )
−rs(2r,0)(x
(0)
1 , x
(0)
2 ).
In contrast, the quiver Hall-Littlewood symmetric function — defined in (32) below
— is always finite. It is the polynomial truncation of the quiver Hall-Littlewood
series (cf. Theorem 3.1). In this example we have H i,aµ(•) = s∅[X
(0)].
2.12. Quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials. Let λ• ∈ X•+ =
∏
i∈Q0
X+(GL(V
(i))).
The quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) ∈ Z[tQ1 ] are defined by the ex-
pansion7
χi,aµ(•) =
∑
λ•∈X•+
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1)sλ•(x)(22)
of the quiver Hall-Littlewood series into products of Schur polynomials sλ•(x) =∏
i∈Q0
sλ(i)(x
(i)
1 , . . . , x
(i)
ν(i)
). The fact that Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) ∈ Z[tQ1 ] is justified by the
Kostant partition formula (23) below.
We use the notation [f ]g for the coefficient of f in g. We have
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) = [sλ•(x)]Dw•0x
µ•Bi,a
= [sλ•(x)]J
•(xρ
•
)−1J•(xµ(•)+ρ
•
)Bi,a
= [J•(xλ
•+ρ•)]J•(xµ
•+ρ•)Bi,a
= [xλ
•+ρ• ]J•(xµ
•+ρ•)Bi,a
=
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
[xλ
•+ρ•−w•(µ•+ρ•)]w(Bi,a)
=
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
[xw
•−1(λ•+ρ•)−(µ•+ρ•)]Bi,a.
Therefore
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) =
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
• ∑
m:Ri,a→Z≥0
∏
α∈Ri,a
tm(α)α(23)
where the Kostant partition m satisfies∑
α∈Ri,a
m(α)α = (w•)−1(λ• + ρ•)− (µ• + ρ•).(24)
See §2.2 for the meaning of α.
Say that µ(•) is (i, a)-dominant if, for each i ∈ Q0, the concatenated weight µ(i)
(see §2.10) is dominant (weakly decreasing).
7The connection to (7) is given by Theorem 3.1 below.
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Conjecture 2.15. Suppose µ(•) is (i, a)-dominant. Then for any p > 0,
Hp(W ,Wµ(•)) = 0.
Hence for any λ• ∈ X•+ the quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomial K
i,a
λ•,µ(•)(tQ1) has non-
negative integer coefficients.
Example 2.16. For the single loop quiver, the quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials
are Kostka-Foulkes polynomials [Mac] when a = (1, 1, . . . ). Higher cohomology
vanishing is an instance of [Bry, Theorem 2.4]. For general a, the quiver Kostka-
Shoji polynomials are parabolic Kostka polynomials [Bro] [SW]. Higher vanishing
was proposed in [Bro] and is still open.
Example 2.17. For cyclic quivers, the quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials were first in-
troduced and studied by Finkelberg and Ionov [FI] in the setting of Example 2.6. It
is conjectured in [FI] and proved in [Sh4] that when every arrow parameter is set to
a single parameter t, these quiver Kostka-Shoji polynomials recover Shoji’s polyno-
mials K−λ•,µ•(t) [Sh3]. In this setting, Conjecture 2.15 is an immediate consequence
of [P], as explained in [FI].
Remark 2.18. In general, Conjecture 2.15 is known for sufficiently regular (i, a)-
dominant µ(•), again by a result of Panyushev [P]; see [Hu].
2.13. Dominance. For λ•, µ• ∈ X• = X(G•) =
⊕
i∈Q0
X(GL(V(i))), say that
λ• D µ• if
λ• − µ• ∈
∑
α∈Ri,a
Z≥0 α+
∑
α∈R+(G•)
Z≥0 α
where α is defined in §2.2. Any D-relation is a relation in the usual dominance
order on X(GL(V)); the latter uses all positive roots for GL(V) while D uses only
the positive roots for the Levi subgroup G• and those in the projection to X(T •)
of the roots in Ri,a.
Let µ• ∈ X• be derived from (i, a, µ(•)) as in §2.10.
Lemma 2.19. Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1 ) is zero unless λ
• D µ•.
Proof. This is immediate from (23). 
2.14. Cycles. The nontrivial portion of the grading is encoded by directed cycles.
Lemma 2.20. Every polynomial Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) is a single monomial times a Lau-
rent polynomial with integer coefficients, in products of arrow variables coming from
directed cycles.
Proof. We have X(GL(V (i))) ∼= Zν
(i)
for i ∈ Q0. Let pr : X• → ZQ0 be the
linear map sending (a1, . . . , aν(i)) ∈ X(GL(V
(i))) to (a1 + a2 + · · ·+ aν(i))f
(i) with
f (i) ∈ ZQ0 as defined in §2.1. Letting S• act on ZQ0 by the identity, pr is S•-
equivariant. By (23) and (24) the weight of every Kostant partition in (23) is sent
by pr to the same vector, namely, pr(λ• − µ•). Recalling α from §2.2, the kernel of
the restriction of pr to
∑
α∈Ri,a
Zα, is generated by sums of collections of vectors
αbp,q(k, ℓ) ∈ Ri,a whose edges b form directed cycles in Q. 
Remark 2.21. This uses the general fact that circulations in directed graphs are
generated by directed cycles.
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Remark 2.22. Lemma 2.20 is consistent with the number of dilation symmetries act-
ing on the equivariant K-groups of Nakajima varieties, namely the rank of H∗(Q)
where the quiver Q is regarded as a topological space. (We thank Michael Finkel-
berg for this clarifying remark.)
3. Quiver Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions via creation
operators
In this section we define the quiver Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions and
show that they are lifts of the quiver Hall-Littlewood series.
3.1. Symmetric functions. Let Λ denote the algebra of symmetric functions with
coefficients in the ring R(TQ1) = Z[t±1a | a ∈ Q1] of Laurent polynomials in the
arrow variables. We freely use standard plethystic notation from the theory of
symmetric functions, mostly following the notation of [LR]. For instance, the pro-
jection from Λ to symmetric polynomials in finitely many variables x1, x2, . . . , xn
is denoted f 7→ f [x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn].
The element Ω =
∑
k≥0 hk = exp(
∑
r>0 pr/r), which belongs to a formal com-
pletion of Λ, will play an important role. Here hk is the k
th complete homogeneous
symmetric function and pr is the r
th power sum. Many of our formulas can be
understood using formal properties of Ω, such as:
Ω[X + Y ] = Ω[X ]Ω[Y ](25)
Ω[−X ] = 1/Ω[X ](26)
Ω[u] = 1/(1− u)(27)
where X,Y are alphabets and u is a single variable.
We denote by Y the set of integer partitions.
3.2. Quiver symmetric functions. Let ΛQ =
⊗
i∈Q0
Λ(i) be the space of quiver
symmetric functions, the tensor product of copies of the symmetric function algebra
Λ, one copy per i ∈ Q0. We use X(i) for the variables at vertex i.
Let i ∈ Q0, a ∈ Z>0, and µ ∈ Y a partition with a parts, some of which may be
zero. Define the current H
(i,a)
µ ∈ End(ΛQ) via the following generating function.
Let U = (u1, . . . , ua) be a set of auxiliary variables. Let R(U) = u
−ρaJ(uρa) =∏
1≤i<j≤a(1 − uj/ui) and U
∗ =
∑a
j=1 u
−1
j . Let
Out(i) = {b ∈ Q1 | tb = i}(28)
be the set of arrows coming out of i. We define
H(i,a)(U) =
∑
β∈Za
uβH
(i,a)
β(29)
= R(U)Ω[UX(i)]Ω[−U∗X(i)]⊥
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU
∗X(hb)]⊥
where f⊥ denotes the adjoint to multiplication by f ∈ ΛQ with respect to the Hall
scalar product 〈· , ·〉.
Alternatively, consider the generating function of Bernstein operators∑
m∈Z
Smu
m = S(u) = Ω[uX ]Ω[−u−1X ]⊥.(30)
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These operators create Schur functions: Sλ1Sλ2 · · ·Sλa · 1 = sλ for any partition
λ with at most a rows; when λ is an arbitrary finite sequence of integers we take
the left-hand side as the definition of sλ. We note that Sp−1Sq+1 = −SqSp for
all p, q ∈ Z. We write S(i)(u) =
∑
m S
(i)
m um for the Bernstein operators with X
replaced by X(i). Then
H(i,a)(U) = S(i)(u1)S
(i)(u2) · · ·S
(i)(ua)
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU
∗X(hb)]⊥.(31)
Let (i, a, µ(•)) index a sequence of currents. For 1 ≤ k ≤ m let u(k) be an
ak-tuple of auxiliary variables. For i ∈ Q0 let u(i) be the ordered union of the u(k)
such that ik = i, analogously to the definition of µ
(i) based on µ(•) as in §2.10.
The quiver Hall-Littlewood symmetric function H i,aµ(•) ∈ Λ
Q is defined by
H i,aµ(•) = H
(i1,a1)
µ(1) H
(i2,a2)
µ(2) · · ·H
(im,am)
µ(m) · 1.(32)
Theorem 3.1. We have
H i,aµ(•) =
∑
λ•∈Y•
ν•
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1)sλ• [X
•](33)
where YQ0ν• is the set of Q0-tuples of partitions λ
• such that λ(i) has at most ν(i)
rows for i ∈ Q0.
This sum is finite since the coefficient is zero unless
∑m
k=1 |µ(k)| =
∑
i∈Q0
|λ(i)|.
Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 says that the tensor Schur coefficients ofH i,aµ(•) are special
cases of the coefficients of χi,aµ(•) at irreducible characters, namely, when each λ
(i) is
a polynomial dominant weight. Conversely, each coefficient of the generally infinite
series χi,aµ(•) occurs as a coefficient of some quiver HL symmetric function, but the
sequence of weights must be shifted. Consider Example 2.14. The general coefficient
of χi,a(0),(0) is K
i,a
(p,−p),((0),(0)) = t
p
0,0 for p ≥ 0. The quiver Hall-Littlewood symmetric
function H i,a((0),(0)) only sees the coefficient for p = 0. However if we shift the weights
in µ(•) by adding p to every part, by Theorem 3.1 we have
χi,a((p),(p)) = (x
(0)
1 x
(0)
2 )
pχi,a((0),(0))
Ki,a(p,−p),((0),(0)) = K
i,a
(2p,0),((p),(p))
= 〈H i,a((p),(p)) , s(2p,0)〉,
which realizes a general coefficient of the quiver Hall-Littlewood series, as a coeffi-
cient of some quiver Hall-Littlewood symmetric function.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We must commute all skewing operators to the right past
all multiplication operators using
Ω[ZX(i)]⊥Ω[X(j)Y ] = (Ω[ZX(i)])δijΩ[X(j)Y ]Ω[ZX(i)]⊥
where ⊥ is taken with respect to X(i) and Y and Z are auxiliary variables.
The pairs of skewing and multiplication operators which contribute factors are
(for 1 ≤ k < ℓ ≤ m):
• Ω[−u(k)∗X(ik)]⊥ with Ω[u(ℓ)X(iℓ)] where ik = iℓ, giving Ω[−u(k)
∗u(ℓ)].
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• Ω[tbu(k)∗X(iℓ)]⊥ with Ω[u(ℓ)X(iℓ)] where ik
b
−→ iℓ (that is, tb = ik and
hb = iℓ), yielding the factor Ω[tbu(k)
∗u(ℓ)].
The skewing operators Ω[ZX(i)]⊥ send 1 to 1, so when they reach the right side
and act on 1, they disappear. Therefore we have
H(i1,a1)(u(1)) · · ·H(im,am)(u(m)) · 1
=
∏
1≤k≤m
R(u(k))Ω[u(k)X(ik)]
∏
1≤k<ℓ≤m
ik=iℓ
Ω[−u(k)∗u(ℓ)]
∏
1≤k<ℓ≤m
b∈Q1
ik
b
→iℓ
Ω[tbu(k)
∗u(ℓ)]
=
∏
i∈Q0
R(u(i))Ω[u(i)X(i)]Bi,a(u
∗)
where Bi,a(u
∗) is the expression (20) except the x variables are replaced by the
inverses of the auxiliary u variables.
The above expression is a series in the auxiliary variables with coefficients in ΛQ,
which has the tensor Schur symmetric function basis sλ• [X
•] =
∏
i∈Q0
sλ(i) [X
(i)]
where λ• ∈ YQ0 is a Q0-tuple of partitions. By the Cauchy formula
Ω[u(i)X(i)] =
∑
λ∈Y
ℓ(λ)≤ν(i)
sλ[u
(i)]sλ[X
(i)].
Using (23) we have
〈H
(i1)
µ(1) · · ·H
(im)
µ(m) · 1 , sλ• [X
•]〉
= [uµ
•
]u−ρ
•
J•(uρ
•
)sλ• [u
•]
∏
1≤k<ℓ≤m
ik
b
→iℓ
Ω[tbu(k)
∗u(ℓ)]
= [uµ
•+ρ• ]J•(uλ
•+ρ•)Bi,a(u
∗)
= [uµ
•+ρ• ]
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
uw
•(λ•+ρ•)Bi,a(u
∗)
=
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
[u(µ
•+ρ•)−w•(λ•+ρ•)]Bi,a(u
∗)
=
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
[uw
•(λ•+ρ•)−(µ•+ρ•)]Bi,a(u)
= Kλ•,µ(•)(tQ1). 
4. Combinatorics
4.1. Recurrence. Let (i, a, µ(•)) be a sequence ofm currents, (ˆi, aˆ, µˆ(•)) the above
data with the first current removed, U an auxiliary alphabet of size a = a1 and
ρ = ρa. For σ ∈ Za define the multi-Bernstein operator Bσ by
S(u1)S(u2) · · ·S(ua) =
∑
σ∈Za
uσBσ = u
−ρJ(uρ)Ω[UX ]Ω[−U∗X ]⊥.
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Since the following expression is alternating in U we have
J(uρ)Ω[UX ]Ω[−U∗X ]⊥ =
∑
σ∈Za
uσ+ρBσ
=
∑
τ∈X+(GLa)
J(uτ+ρ)Bτ
=
∑
τ∈X+(GLa)
J(uρ)sτ [U ]Bτ .
Write B(i)(U) and B
(i)
τ for B(U) and Bτ with X
(i) replacing X .
Consider the tuples of partitions (see (28)) β• ∈ YOut(i) = (β(b) | b ∈ Out(i)).
Let tβ =
∏
b∈Out(i) t
|β(b)|
b . We have
H(i,a)(U) = B(i)(U)
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU
∗X(hb)]⊥
= u−ρJ(uρ)
∑
τ∈X+(GLa)
sτ [U ]B
(i)
τ
∑
β•∈YOut(i)
tβ
∏
b∈Out(i)
sβ(b) [U
∗]sβ(b) [X
(hb)]⊥
= u−ρJ(uρ)
∑
τ,η∈X+(GLa)
sη[U ]
∑
β•∈YOut(i)
tβ〈η , τ
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b)∗〉GLa
B(i)τ
∏
b∈Out(i)
sβ(b) [X
(hb)]⊥
= u−ρ
∑
τ,η∈X+(GLa)
J(uη+ρ)
∑
β•∈YOut(i)
tβ〈η ⊗
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b) , τ〉GLa
B(i)τ
∏
b∈Out(i)
sβ(b) [X
(hb)]⊥
and
H
(i,a)
µ(1) = [u
µ(1)]u−ρ
∑
τ,η∈X+(GLa)
β•∈YOut(i)
tβJ(uη+ρ)〈η ⊗
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b) , τ〉GLa
B(i)τ
∏
b∈Out(i)
sβ(b) [X
(hb)]⊥
=
∑
τ∈X+(GLa)
β•∈YOut(i)
tβ〈µ(1)⊗
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b) , τ〉GLaB
(i)
τ
∏
b∈Out(i)
sβ(b) [X
(hb)]⊥.
Since µ(1) and the β(b) are partitions, the tensor product is a polynomial character
and we may assume that τ is a partition with at most a rows. We have
H
(i,a)
µ(1) =
∑
τ∈Ya
β•∈YOut(i)
tβ〈µ(1)⊗
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b) , τ〉GLaB
(i)
τ
∏
b∈Out(i)
sβ(b) [X
(hb)]⊥.
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Therefore
H i,aµ(•) = H
(i,a)
µ(1) (H
iˆ,aˆ
µˆ(•))
=
∑
γ•
Kiˆ,aˆγ•,µˆ(•)(tQ1)
∑
τ,β•
tβ〈µ(1)⊗
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b) , τ〉GLa
B(i)τ
∏
b∈Out(i)
sβ(b) [X
(hb)]⊥(sγ•)
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) =
∑
γ•
Kiˆ,aˆγ•,µˆ(•)(tQ1)
∑
τ,β•
tβ〈µ(1)⊗
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b) , τ〉GLa
〈B(i)τ
∏
b∈Out(i)
sβ(b) [X
(hb)]⊥(sγ•) , sλ•〉
=
∑
γ•
Kiˆ,aˆγ•,µˆ(•)(tQ1)
∑
τ,β•
tβ〈µ(1)⊗
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b) , τ〉GLa∏
j∈Q0
〈Bδijτ
∏
i
b
→j
s⊥β(b)(sγ(j)) , sλ(j)〉.
For the rest of this computation, for simplicity let us assume that Q has no
loop at i. Then the i-th factor in the product over Q0 is 〈Bτ (sγ(i)) , sλ(i)〉. Let us
assume this is nonzero. By the definition of τ , the pair (τ, γ(i)) must be of the form
(α(w), ζ(w)) where α(w) and ζ(w) are the first a and last n− a parts of the weight
w−1(λ(i) + ρn) − ρn where n = ℓ(λ(i)) and w is in the set San of minimum length
coset representatives for Sn/(Sa×Sn−a). Moreover the GLa-pairing vanishes unless
µ(1) ⊂ τ = α(w). We have
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) =
∑
w∈San
α(w)⊃µ(1)
(−1)w
∑
γ•
Ki,aγ•,µˆ(•)(tQ1)
∑
β•∈YOut(i)
tβ
〈µ(1)⊗
⊗
b∈Out(i)
β(b) , α(w)〉GLa
∏
j∈Q0\{i}
〈sγ(j) , sλ(j)
∏
i
b
→j
sβ(b)〉.
Example 4.1. Let Q = Z/2Z be the cyclic quiver on two vertices and let:
i = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0)
a = (2, 2, 2, 2, 3)
µ(•) = ((4, 2), (0, 0), (2, 2), (0, 0), (2, 1, 1))
λ• = ((6, 3, 3, 1, 1), ∅).
The nonzero terms correspond to the w ∈ {id, s2}. For w = id we have (α, γ) =
((6, 3), (3, 1, 1)). Letting U = (u1, u2) we compute sα/µ(1) = s(6,3)/(4,2)[U ] = s3[U ]+
s21[U ]. We sum over γ
(1) containing λ(1) = ∅ with at most a1 = 2 rows, of the
same size as α/µ(1) (which has size 3). So γ(1) ∈ {(3, 0), (2, 1)}.
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For w = s2 we have (α, γ) = ((6, 2), (4, 1, 1)), sα/µ(1)[U ] = s2[U ], so γ
(1) ∈
{(2, 0)}. Computing recursively, we have
Ki,a(6,3,3,1,1),∅)(t01, t10) = t
3
01K
iˆ,aˆ
((3,1,1),(3,0)),µˆ(•)(t01, t10)
+ t301K
iˆ,aˆ
((3,1,1),(2,1)),µˆ(•)(t01, t10)
− t201K
iˆ,aˆ
((4,1,1),(2,0)),µˆ(•)(t01, t10)
= t301t
3
10(t
3 + 2t2) + t301t
3
10(t
3 + 4t2 + 2t)− t201t
2
10(t
3 + t2)
= (t6 + 2t5) + (t6 + 4t5 + 2t4)− (t5 + t4)
= 2t6 + 5t5 + t4.
4.2. Nonbranching quivers. Say that a quiver is nonbranching if every vertex
has at most one incoming arrow and at most one outgoing arrow. This is equivalent
to requiring that every connected component be a directed path or directed cycle.
There is no loss of generality in assuming the quiver is connected.
The following two Propositions hold by Lemma 2.20.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose Q is acyclic. Then Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) is a nonnegative in-
teger times a single monomial.
Proposition 4.3. Let Q be the cyclic quiver Z/rZ. Then there is a unique Laurent
monomial of the form
∏r−2
i=0 t
ai
i,i+1 and a unique polynomial K
red
λ•,µ(•)(t) ∈ Z[t] with
t = t01t12 · · · tr−1,0 such that
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) =
(
r−2∏
i=0
taii,i+1
)
Kredλ•,µ(•)(t).(34)
We call Kredλ•,µ(•)(t) the reduced Kostka-Shoji polynomial.
A Q0-multitableau T
• is a tuple of semistandard tableaux T (i) for i ∈ Q0.
Say that the Q0-multitableau T
• admits cat(i,a,µ) if
(1) The restriction of T • to the entries {1, 2, . . . , a} is the Yamanouchi tableau
Yµ. In this case let Tn be the first a1 rows of T
(i) − Yµ and Ts the rest.
(2) If Out(i) = ∅ then Tn = ∅.
If T • admits cat(i,a,µ) then cat(i,a,µ)(T
•) is the Q0-multitableau obtained as follows.
• The i-th tableau is replaced by Ts.
• If {(i, j)} = Out(i) (including the case i = j) then Tn is Schensted column
inserted into the j-th tableau.
• The other tableaux remain the same.
Say that a multitableau T • is (i, a, µ(•))-catabolizable if either (i, a, µ(•)) is the
empty triple and T • is the empty multitableau or T • admits cat(i1,a1,µ(1)) and
cat(i1,a1,µ(1))(T
•) is (ˆi, aˆ, µˆ(•))-catabolizable with respect to the alphabet {a1 +
1, a1 + 2, . . . } where iˆ, aˆ, µˆ(•) are obtained from i, a, µ(•) by removing i1, a1, µ(1).
The weight wt(T •) of a (i, a, µ(•))-catabolizable multitableau T • is by definition
the product of the monomials t
|Tn|
i,j that count the number of moving entries in the
applications of the cat(ik,ak,µ(k)).
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Conjecture 4.4. For Q0 having at most one incoming and one outgoing arrow
from each vertex, and for a triple (i, a, µ(•)) such that µ(•) is (i, a)-dominant,
Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1) =
∑
T•
wt(T )(35)
where T • runs over the (i, a, µ(•))-catabolizable multitableaux of shape λ•.
Remark 4.5. (1) If Q0 is a single loop then Conjecture 4.4 reduces to [SW,
Conjecture 27]. If in addition every partition µ(k) is a rectangle, there
are several explicit combinatorial formulas for Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1), the closest in
spirit to catabolizable being [S2, Theorem 21]. The precise catabolizable
condition was proved for rectangles of a fixed width [S2, Proposition 24],
where the polynomials are the graded isotypic components of the GLn×C∗-
module given by the coordinate ring of a nilpotent adjoint orbit closure in
gln. When the common width of rectangles is 1 we obtain the cocharge
Kostka polynomials K˜λt,µ(t) = t
n(µ)Kλt,µ(t
−1) where n(µ) =
∑ℓ(µ)
i=1 (i−1)µi
[Las] [S2]. For the easier class of Littlewood-Richardson tableaux (again for
rectangles) one obtains the one-dimensional sums from type A
(1)
n−1 Kirillov-
Reshetikhin crystals [KSh] [S1] [S3] [ScW]. Finally, when every µ(k) is a
single row, we obtain the Kostka-Foulkes polynomial Kλ,µ(t) [LS].
(2) For a cyclic quiver with r = 2 vertices, the special case of Conjecture 4.4
in the setting of Example 2.6 and with µ(•) concentrated at a single vertex
was stated and proved in [LSh]. See Example 2.17 for more remarks on the
cyclic quiver setting (for r ≥ 2).
(3) For the A2 quiver (Q0 = {0, 1} and Q1 = {(0, 1)}), with i = (0, 1, 0, 1, . . . ),
a = (1, 1, 1, 1, . . . ), and µ(k) a single row partition for all k, an explicit
combinatorial formula for Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(t01) was proved in [Cr].
4.3. An example. We believe that the construction for the cyclic quiver sheds light
on the single loop case of parabolic Kostka polynomials. The main new feature is
that the intermediate results of catabolism produce meaningful terms in the quiver
Kostka-Shoji polynomials in which the first current (i1, a1, µ(1)) has been removed.
Example 4.6. Take the data of Example 4.1. It is convenient to have the following
canonical tableaux in mind. They are of the shapes of µ(•), where a = 10 and
b = 11 as in hexadecimal notation:
(36) 1 1 1 1
2 2
∅ 5 5
6 6
∅ 9 9
a
b
For γ• = (3, 1, 1)⊗ (3) we have bitableaux
5 5 9
6
9
⊗ 6 a b , 5 5 a
6
b
⊗ 6 9 9 , 5 5 b
6
9
⊗ 6 9 a
which have weights t310t
2, t310t
3, and t310t
2 respectively. Under the isomorphism
(37) s [U ] + s [U ] ∼= s [U ]
each tableau at vertex 1 factors as
x y z 7→
y z
x
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and therefore these produce (by reversing cat0,2,(4,2)) bitableaux with empty factor
at vertex 1 and the following factors at vertex 0:
1 1 1 1 a b
2 2 6
5 5 9
6
9
1 1 1 1 9 9
2 2 6
5 5 a
6
b
1 1 1 1 9 a
2 2 6
5 5 b
6
9
These three bitableaux have weights t5, t6, t5 respectively.
For γ• = ((3, 1, 1), (2, 1)) we have 7 bitableaux:
5 5 a
6
b
⊗ 6 9
9
, 5 5 b
6
b
⊗ 6 9
a
, 5 5 b
6
b
⊗ 6 a
9
5 9 a
6
b
⊗ 5 9
6
, 5 9 b
6
9
⊗ 5 a
6
5 5 9
6
9
⊗ 6 a
b
, 5 5 9
6
b
⊗ 6 9
a
Under (37) each tableau at vertex 1 factors as
x y
z
7→
x y
z
.
This produces the following “tableaux” at vertex 0; the empty tableau is put at
vertex 1 in all cases.
1 1 1 1 6 9
2 2 9
5 5 a
6
b
1 1 1 1 6 9
2 2 a
5 5 b
6
b
1 1 1 1 6 a
2 2 9
5 5 b
6
b
1 1 1 1 5 9
2 2 6
5 9 a
6
b
1 1 1 1 5 a
2 2 6
5 9 b
6
9
1 1 1 1 6 a
2 2 b
5 5 9
6
9
1 1 1 1 6 9
2 2 a
5 5 9
6
b
The last two are not valid tableaux as they fail semistandardness. The weights of
the other five bitableaux are respectively t5, t5, t4, t6, t5.
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Finally, to account for the two bitableaux that must be canceled, consider γ• =
((4, 1, 1), (2)). For Kiˆ,aˆγ•,µˆ(•)(t01, t10) we have the bitableaux
5 5 9 b
6
9
⊗ 6 a 5 5 9 a
6
b
⊗ 6 9
producing bitableaux which are empty at vertex 1 and at vertex 0 are given by
1 1 1 1 6 a
2 2
5 5 9 b
6
9
1 1 1 1 6 9
2 2
5 5 9 a
6
b
The row-reading words of these two objects are Knuth-equivalent to the row-reading
words of the two nontableaux above.
5. Shuffle products and K-theoretic Hall algebras
Let us now explain how our constructions relate to shuffle products and K-
theoretic Hall algebras.
5.1. Shuffle products. Recall the definition of R̂(Gν•) from Section 2.2 and let
SQ =
⊕
ν•∈Z
Q0
≥0
R(Gν•)(38)
ŜQ =
⊕
ν•∈Z
Q0
≥0
R̂(Gν•) = SQ ⊗Z[t±1
Q1
] Z((tQ1)).(39)
We consider two shuffle products
∗ : SQ × SQ → SQ(40)
⋆ : ŜQ × ŜQ → ŜQ(41)
which are R(TQ1)-linear (resp., Frac(R(TQ1))-linear for ⋆) and are defined on ele-
ments
f ∈ R(Gα•) = Z[(u
(i)
k )
±1 | i ∈ Q0, 1 ≤ k ≤ α
(i)]Sα•
g ∈ R(Gβ•) = Z[(v
(i)
k )
±1 | i ∈ Q0, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ β
(i)]Sβ•
as follows:
f ∗ g = Dw•0
f(u)g(v) ∏
b∈Q1
k,ℓ
(1− tbv
(tb)
k /u
(hb)
ℓ )
 ∈ R(Gα•+β•)(42)
f ⋆ g = Dw•0
f(u)g(v) ∏
b∈Q1
k,ℓ
1
1− tbu
(tb)
k /v
(hb)
ℓ
 ∈ R̂(Gα•+β•)(43)
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where k, ℓ in the products run over 1 ≤ k ≤ β(tb) and 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ α(hb) in ∗ and
1 ≤ k ≤ α(tb) and 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ β(hb) in ⋆. We identify R(Gα•+β•) with Laurent
polynomials which are symmetric in the variables
{u
(i)
k , v
(i)
ℓ | 1 ≤ k ≤ α
(i), 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ β(j)}
for each i ∈ Q0. Accordingly,Dw•0 =
∏
i∈Q0
D
w
(i)
0
is the Demazure symmetrizer (18)
with respect to each of these sets of variables.
One may verify directly from the definitions that ∗ and ⋆ are associative. They
are related as follows. Consider the maps
R(Gν•)
τν•−→ R̂(Gν•), [W ] 7→ [W ⊗C Sym(E
∨
ν•)](44)
Then one has a commutative diagram:
R(Gα•)×R(Gβ•) R(Gα•+β•)
R̂(Gα•)× R̂(Gβ•) R̂(Gα•+β•).
τα•×τβ•
∗
τα•+β•
⋆
Remark 5.1. For cyclic quivers and with all parameters ta ≡ t equal, the shuffle
product ∗ coincides with a specialization of that of Negut [Ne2], which is a “trigono-
metric degeneration” of the original shuffle algebras of Feigin and Odesskii [FO].
For a more transparent match with (42), see also [Ne1, Proof of Proposition 2.3],
where the relevant specialization is q1 = q = 0 and q2 = t. Similar connections
exist in the Jordan quiver case of [SchV] [FT]. However, an important distinction
must be made: these works involve the study of a subalgebra S+Q ⊂ SQ consisting
of symmetric Laurent polynomials satisfying a “wheel condition.” In [Ne2], it is
ultimately shown that the Drinfeld double of S+Q for the cyclic quiver with r vertices
is isomorphic to the quantum toroidal algebra U¨q,t(slr).
Remark 5.2. For general quivers the shuffle product ∗ is a K-theoretic variant of
the product in the cohomological Hall algebra [KS, Theorem 2.2], with additional
equivariance coming from the torus TQ1 . We will make this connection more pre-
cise in Section 5.2 below. In Section 5.3 we will also consider the (q, t)-version
of the shuffle product ⋆, which corresponds to the preprojective K-theoretic Hall
algebra [YZ] and that of [Ne2] for cyclic quivers and [SchV] [FT] for the Jordan
quiver.
5.1.1. Quiver Hall-Littlewood series as a shuffle product. Fix data (i, a, µ(•)) and
define variables u = u(1) + u(2) + · · · + u(m) exactly as in Section 2.5, using u
instead of x. These are the auxiliary variables of Section 3.2. Let χi,aµ(•)(u) be
the quiver Hall-Littlewood series in these variables. For each 1 ≤ k ≤ m let
α•(k) = ν•((ik), (ak)) be the dimension vector with α
(i)(k) = akδi,ik .
Using formula (21) for the quiver Hall-Littlewood series, it is easy to prove the
following by induction on m:
Proposition 5.3. For any (i, a, µ(•)), the quiver Hall-Littlewood series is given by
a shuffle product:
χi,aµ(•)(u) = sµ(1)[u(1)] ⋆ · · · ⋆ sµ(m)[u(m)](45)
where each sµ(k)[u(k)] is understood as an element of R(Gα•(k)).
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More generally, for any triples (i′, a′, µ′(•)) and (i′′, a′′, µ′′(•)), let i = i′i′′, a =
a′a′′, µ(•) = µ′(•)µ′′(•) be given by concatenation. Then one can show that
χi,aµ(•) = χ
i
′,a′
µ′(•) ⋆ χ
i
′′,a′′
µ′′(•)(46)
where χi
′,a′
µ′(•) ∈ R̂(Gν•(i′,a′)) and χ
i
′′,a′′
µ′′(•) ∈ R̂(Gν•(i′′,a′′)).
Example 5.4. Consider the single-arrow quiver: Q0 = {0, 1} and Q1 = {(0, 1)}.
Take i = (0, 0, 1) and a = (2, 1, 1), so that:
u(1) = {u
(0)
1 , u
(0)
2 }, u(2) = {u
(0)
3 }, u(3) = {u
(1)
1 }.
Then for any µ(•) we have
χi,aµ(•)(u) = Dw•0
(
u(1)µ(1)u(2)µ(2)u(3)µ(3)
(1− t01u
(0)
1 /u
(1)
1 )(1 − t01u
(0)
2 /u
(1)
1 )(1 − t01u
(0)
3 /u
(1)
1 )
)
= sµ(1)[u(1)] ⋆ D
2,3
w•0
(
u(2)µ(2)u(3)µ(3)(1− t01u
(0)
3 /u
(1)
1 )
−1
)
= sµ(1)[u(1)] ⋆ sµ(2)[u(2)] ⋆ sµ(3)[u(3)]
where Dw•0 is the Demazure symmetrizer with respect to all variables, while D
2,3
w•0
is that only for the variables u(2) + u(3). Here we use well-known properties such
as Dw•0 = Dw•0D
2,3
w•0
as operators and that D2,3w•0
commutes with the u(1) variables.
We note that the second equality corresponds to (46) with i′ = (0), a′ = (2) and
i′′ = (0, 1), a′′ = (1, 1).
Proposition 5.3 leads to another interpretation of the quiver Kostka-Shoji poly-
nomials Ki,aλ•,µ(•)(tQ1): they are the structure constants of iterated products in the
shuffle algebra ŜQ with respect to Schur polynomials, each supported at a single
vertex.
5.1.2. Connection to quiver currents. More generally, we can strengthen Proposi-
tion 5.3 to connect the action of a quiver current on ΛQ to a corresponding shuffle
product. Let i ∈ Q0, a ∈ Z>0, and µ ∈ X+(GLa). We will consider the action of
H
(i,a)
µ on a tensor Schur function sξ• [X
•].
Let α• = ν•((i), (a)) be the dimension vector with α(i) = a and α(j) = 0 oth-
erwise, and let β• be an arbitrary dimension vector. Let U = (u
(i)
1 , . . . , u
(i)
a ) and
V = (v
(i)
k )i∈Q0,1≤k≤β(i) be auxiliary variables. Let v
(i) = (v
(i)
k )1≤k≤β(i) be the
variables of V at vertex i.
The Proposition below shows that the action H
(i,a)
µ is a lifting to quiver sym-
metric functions of the operation of shuffle product by sµ[U ], regarded as an el-
ement of R(Gα•). More generally, for any β
•, there is a natural restriction map
ΛQ → R(Gβ•), denoted f 7→ f [V ] for variables V as above. A product of Schur
functions sξ• [X
•] is sent to the product sξ• [V ] =
∏
i∈Q0
sξ(i)(v
(i)
1 , . . . , v
(i)
β(i)
) of cor-
responding Schur polynomials in the variables of V .
Recall from Theorem 3.1 that YQ0ν• denotes the set of Q0-tuples of partitions λ
•
such that λ(i) has at most ν(i) rows for i ∈ Q0.
Proposition 5.5. For any ξ• ∈ YQ0β• and λ
• ∈ YQ0α•+β• , the coefficient of sλ• [X
•]
in the Schur expansion of
H(i,a)µ · sξ• [X
•](47)
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is equal to the coefficient of sλ• [U+V ] in the Schur expansion of the shuffle product
sµ[U ] ⋆ sξ• [V ]. (The former coefficient is zero unless λ
• ∈ YQ0α•+β•.)
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 3.1, except that we consider the action of
H(i,a)(U) on the generating function∏
j∈Q0
Ω[v(j)X(j)] =
∑
ξ•∈Y
Q0
β•
sξ• [V ]sξ• [X
•].
This is given by
H(i,a)(U) ·
∏
j∈Q0
Ω[v(j)X(j)]
= R(U)Ω[−U∗v(i)]Ω[UX(i)]
∏
j∈Q0
Ω[v(j)X(j)]
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU
∗v(hb)].
Let Z be the ordered union of the variables U and V , with U before V . Write µ+ξ•
for the concatenated weight with respect this ordering, so that zµ+ξ
•
= uµvξ
•
.
Define ρ• and S• with respect to Z. Then
〈H(i,a)µ · sξ• [X
•] , sλ• [X
•]〉
= [uµsξ• [V ]]〈H
(i,a)(U) ·
∏
j∈Q0
Ω[v(j)X(j)] , sλ• [X
•]〉
= [uµsξ• [V ]]R(U)Ω[−U
∗v(i)]sλ• [U + V ]
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU
∗v(hb)]
= [uµvξ
•
]R(U)R(V )Ω[−U∗v(i)]sλ• [U + V ]
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU
∗v(hb)]
= [zµ+ξ
•
]R(Z)sλ• [Z]
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU
∗v(hb)]
=
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
[zµ+ξ
•+ρ•−w•(λ•+ρ•)]
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU
∗v(hb)]
=
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
[z(w
•)−1(µ+ξ•+ρ•)−(λ•+ρ•)]
∏
b∈Out(i)
(w•)−1
(
Ω[tbU
∗v(hb)]
)
=
∑
w•∈S•
(−1)w
•
[zλ
•+ρ•−w•(µ+ξ•+ρ•)]
∏
b∈Out(i)
w•
(
Ω[tbU(v
(hb))∗]
)
= [zλ
•+ρ• ]J•
zµ+ξ•+ρ• ∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tbU(v
(hb))∗]

which is equal to the coefficient of sλ• [U + V ] in sµ[U ] ⋆ sξ• [V ]. 
Remark 5.6. Consider the Z[t±1Q1 ]-subalgebra Ŝ
′
Q ⊂ ŜQ generated under ⋆ by all
R(Gα•) such that α
• is supported at a single vertex. Using Proposition 5.5 and
the associativity of ⋆, one can show that the assignment sµ[U ] 7→ H
(i,a)
µ (with the
former interpreted as in Proposition 5.5) extends to an action of Ŝ ′Q on Λ
Q.
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5.2. K-theoretic Hall algebra. Kontsevich and Soibelman [KS] defined cohomo-
logical Hall algebras, which give a ring structure to the space ⊕
ν•∈Z
Q0
≥0
H∗Gν• (Eν•).
We adapt their definition to the setting of equivariant K-theory to define a product
on ⊕
ν•∈Z
Q0
≥0
KGν• (Eν•). We call this the K-theoretic Hall algebra.
5.2.1. Definition. Fix dimension vectors α•, β• ∈ ZQ0≥0. The product
⊛ : KGα• (Eα•)×K
Gβ• (Eβ•)→ K
Gα•+β• (Eα•+β•)
is defined as the composition
F1 ⊛ F2 = (q∗ ⊠ id) ◦ ind ◦ i∗ ◦ π
∗ ◦ for(F1 ⊠ F2)
of the following maps:
(1) the outer tensor product identification:
KGα• (Eα•)×K
Gβ• (Eβ•) ∼= K
Gα•×Gβ• (Eα• × Eβ•).
(2) forgetting to the diagonal subgroup TQ1 = ∆TQ1 ⊂ TQ1 × TQ1 :
KGα•×Gβ• (Eα• × Eβ•)
for
−→ KGα•×Gβ•×T
Q1
(Eα• × Eβ•).
(3) pullback and pushforward along the natural maps
Eα• × Eβ•
π
←− Eα•,β•
i
−→ Eα•+β•
where Eα•,β• is the space of quiver representations on the space Vα•⊕Vβ•
leaving Vβ• stable; here Eα•+β• consists of quiver representations on the
space Vα•⊕Vβ• , i is the natural inclusion map from lower block triangular
matrices, and π is the projection to the diagonal blocks of such matrices.
(4) the induction map
KGα•,β• (Eα•+β•)
ind
−→ KGα•+β• (Gα•+β• ×
Gα•,β• Eα•+β•)
where Gα•,β• = Gα• ×Gβ• × TQ1.
(5) the pushforward q∗ ⊠ id arising from the isomorphism
Gα•+β• ×
Gα•,β• Eα•+β• ∼= (Gα•+β•/Gα•,β•)× Eα•+β•
where q : Gα•+β•/Gα•,β• → pt. (The isomorphism results from the fact
that Eα•+β• carries a Gα•+β•-action extending that of Gα•,β• .)
One may check using this definition that ⊛ is associative as in [KS, §2.3]. Alter-
natively, we will compute ⊛ more explicitly in the next subsection and see that it
is given by the shuffle product ∗.
5.2.2. Explicit formula. The explicit computation of ⊛ proceeds as follows. By the
Thom isomorphism (e.g., [CG, Theorem 5.4.7]), we have
KGν• (Eν•) ∼= K
Gν• (pt) ∼= R(Gν•)(48)
for any dimension vector ν•, via the pullback π∗ : KGν• (pt) → KGν• (Eν•) where
π : Eν• → pt. The inverse is given by π∗([OEν• ])
−1π∗ due to the projection formula
([CG, (5.3.13)] or [Har, Exercise III.8.3]):
Riπ∗(π
∗(F)⊗OEν• )
∼= F ⊗Riπ∗OEν•(49)
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for any Gν• -equivariant locally free sheaf F on Eν• . We note that Riπ∗ = 0 for
i > 0 and we have a natural identification π∗OEν•
∼= Sym(E∨ν•). Putting all this
together, we obtain an isomorphism
ψ : KGν• (Eν•)→ K
Gν• (pt) ∼= R(Gν•)(50)
[F ] 7→
χGν• (Eν• , [F ])
chGν• (Sym(E
∨
ν•))
.
More generally, for a vector space V with an action of a linear algebraic group G, we
have an isomorphism ψ : KG(V ) → R(G) given by χG(V,−)/chG(Sym(V ∨)). We
abuse notation and use the symbol ψ repeatedly below, with G and V determined
by context.
Proposition 5.7. For any dimension vectors α•, β•, the following diagram com-
mutes:
KGα• (Eα•)×KGβ• (Eβ•) KGα•+β• (Eα•+β•)
R(Gα•)×R(Gβ•) R(Gα•+β•)
ψ×ψ
⊛
ψ
∗
where ∗ is the shuffle product (42).
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram:
KGα•,β• (Eα• × Eβ•) K
Gα•,β• (Eα•,β•) K
Gα•,β• (Eα•+β•)
R(Gα•,β•) R(Gα•,β•) R(Gα•,β•)
ψ
π∗
ψ
i∗
ψ
id i∗
where we compute using the Koszul complex [CG, §5.4] that:
i∗(f(u, v)) = f(u, v)
∏
b∈Q1
k,ℓ
(1− tbv
(tb)
k /u
(hb)
ℓ ).
As above, 1 ≤ k ≤ β(tb) and 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ α(hb) in the product. Note that this product
is nothing but 1/chGα•,β•Sym(Eα•+β•/Eα•,β•)
∨.
We have another commutative diagram involving the induction from Gα•,β• to
Gα•+β• :
KGα•,β• (Eα•+β•) K
Gα•+β• (Gα•+β• ×Gα•,β• Eα•+β•) KGα•+β• (Eα•+β•)
R(Gα•,β•) R(Gα•+β•)
ψ
ind q∗⊠id
ψ
Dw•0
Note that Gα•+β•/Gα•,β• is product of partial flag varieties. This allows one to
compute the map along the bottom arrow using the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem. The
relevant computation is that
χ(Gα•+β• ×
Gα•,β• Eα•+β• ,Gα•+β• ×
Gα•,β• V ) = (q × π)∗[Gα•+β• ×
Gα•,β• V ]
= (q × 1)∗(1× π)∗[Gα•+β• ×
Gα•,β• V ]
= Dw•0 (χGα•,β•V )
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for any Gα•,β•-equivariant vector bundle V on Eα•+β• . 
Remark 5.8. Lusztig [L2] gives a closely related construction of a product in his
geometric realization of the negative part of quantum enveloping algebras. In fact,
even though Lusztig’s construction uses perverse sheaves, one can apply it equally
well to equivariant K-theory (of coherent sheaves). This direction is pursued in
unpublished work of Grojnowski [G]. It is not difficult to check that Lusztig’s
product in the K-theoretic setting agrees with the product ⊛ defined above.
5.2.3. Pushforward classes. Fix data (i, a, µ(•)) and recall the second projection
Spri,a : Zi,a → Eν•(i,a). Consider the class (Spri,a)∗[W
µ(•)]. Its image in R(Gν•(i,a))
is given by
ψi,aµ(•) = ψ((Spri,a)∗[W
µ(•)])
= (chGν•(i,a)Sym(E
∨
ν•(i,a)))
−1χi,aµ(•)(51)
= Dw•0
(
xµ(•)(chGν•(i,a)Sym(E
∨
ν•(i,a)))
−1Bi,a
)
.
Note that all of the denominators of Bi,a are canceled in this expression, which
results in ψi,aµ(•) ∈ R(G).
Remark 5.9. The elements ψi,aµ(•) ∈ R(G) are a generalization of Hall-Littlewood
R-polynomials. In particular, for Q equal to the Jordan quiver, a = (1, 1, . . . , 1),
and µ(•) = (µ(1), µ(2), . . . , µ(m)) =: µ, one has that ψi,aµ(•) is equal to
Rµ(u1, . . . , um; t) =
∑
w∈Sm
w
uµ11 · · ·uµmm ∏
i<j
ui − tuj
ui − uj
 .
Remark 5.10. For Q equal to the cyclic quiver and with data i, a as in Example 2.6,
the ψi,aµ(•) are closely related but not identical to Shoji’s polynomials R
+
µ•(z; t) [Sh4,
(4.1.2)]. Taking the same data i, a for the opposite cyclic quiver results in polyno-
mials closely related to Shoji’s R−µ•(z; t).
The ψi,aµ(•) behave well with respect to the shuffle product, which one can ex-
pect by the nature of Lusztig’s construction [L2] (see Remark 5.8). Given triples
(i′, a′, µ′(•)) and (i′′, a′′, µ′′(•)), let i = i′i′′, a = a′a′′, µ(•) = µ′(•)µ′′(•) be their
concatenations. Then one can easily verify (or deduce from (46)) that:
ψi,aµ(•) = ψ
i
′,a′
µ′(•) ∗ ψ
i
′′,a′′
µ′′(•).(52)
where ψi
′,a′
µ′(•) ∈ R(Gν•(i′,a′)) and ψ
i
′′,a′′
µ′′(•) ∈ R(Gν•(i′′,a′′))
5.3. (q, t)-currents and shuffles. Given a quiver Q, let Q be the doubled quiver
obtained by adding the opposite of each arrow in Q. Let Q1 denote the original
arrows in Q and Q′1 their opposites in Q. We assume that all arrow variables tb ≡ t
from Q1 are equal and we let q be an arrow variable for the opposite arrows. We
will define a double version H
(i,a)
(U) of the quiver currents, which act on quiver
symmetric functions ΛQ over the ring Z[q±1, t±1]. When q = 0, the double currents
reduce to our original quiver currents H(i,a)(U) at tb ≡ t.
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We use the notation of Section 3.2. For any i ∈ Q0 and a ∈ Z>0, the (q, t)-quiver
current H
(i,a)
(U) =
∑
β∈Za u
βH
(i,a)
β is defined by the following formula:
R(U)Ω[UX(i)]Ω[−U∗X(i)(1 + qt)]⊥
∏
a∈Out′(i)
Ω[qU∗X(ha)]⊥
∏
b∈Out(i)
Ω[tU∗X(hb)]⊥
where Out(i) = {b ∈ Q1 | tb = i} as before and Out
′(i) = {a ∈ Q′1 | ta = i}.
Remark 5.11. When Q is the Jordan quiver and a = 1, these are the symmetric
function operators Dk of [GHT], up to a plethystic minus sign. In the case of a
cyclic quiver with r ≥ 2 vertices, the (q, t)-currents with a = 1 arise naturally in
the vertex representation [Sa] of quantum toroidal slr (see Appendix A).
Recall the conventions of §5.1.2. Following [YZ, Corollary 3.6], we define for any
dimension vectors α•, β•, the shuffle product:
f ⋆ g = Dw•0
f(u)g(v)
∏
i∈Q0
k,ℓ
(1− qtu
(i)
k /v
(i)
ℓ )∏
a∈Q′1
k,ℓ
(1− qu
(ta)
k /v
(ha)
ℓ )
∏
b∈Q1
k,ℓ
(1− tu
(tb)
k /v
(hb)
ℓ )
 .(53)
This belongs to R(Gα•+β•)⊗Z Z((q, t)). The geometrically-defined algebra associ-
ated with this shuffle product (or rather, its ∗-variant as in (42)) is the preprojective
K-theoretic Hall algebra, as developed in [YZ, §3.2 and §4.1].
The proof of Proposition 5.5 carries through in this setting to show that the
(q, t)-currents H
(i,a)
(U) provide the same kind of symmetric function lifting for the
shuffle product ⋆:
Proposition 5.12. Assume the setup of Proposition 5.5. For any ξ• ∈ YQ0β• and
λ• ∈ YQ0α•+β•, the coefficient of sλ• [X
•] in the Schur expansion of
H
(i,a)
µ · sξ• [X
•](54)
is equal to the coefficient of sλ• [U+V ] in the Schur expansion of the shuffle product
sµ[U ] ⋆ sξ• [V ].
Remark 5.13. Similarly as in Remark 5.6, one can show using Proposition 5.12
that the assignment sµ[U ] 7→ H
(i,a)
µ (U) extends to an action on Λ
Q by the algebra
generated under ⋆ by the R(Gα•) with α
• supported at a single vertex.
Appendix A. Vertex representation of quantum toroidal slr
In this appendix we assume that Q is the cyclic quiver with vertices Q0 = Z/rZ
and arrows Q1 = {(i, i+ 1) | i ∈ Q0}, where r ≥ 2. Our aim is to relate the (q, t)-
quiver currents H
(i,1)
(u) in one variable (a = 1) to the vertex representation [Sa]
of the quantum toroidal algebra U¨q,t(slr). These currents are given explicity as
H
(i,1)
(u) = Ω
[
uX(i)
]
Ω
[
−u−1
(
X(i) − tX(i+1) − qX(i−1) + qtX(i)
)]⊥
.(55)
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A.1. Notation. Let {αi | i ∈ Z/rZ} and {α∨i | i ∈ Z/rZ} be the standard simple
roots and simple coroots for ŝlr. Let 〈· , ·〉 be the canonical pairing between coroots
and roots. Set αi = αi and α
∨
i = α
∨
i for i 6= 0 and
α0 = −
∑
i6=0
αi, α
∨
0 = −
∑
i6=0
α∨i .
Let P and L be the weight lattice and root lattice of ŝlr, and let P ,L be the
corresponding lattices for slr.
A.2. Quantum toroidal slr. Quantum toroidal algebras were introduced in [GKV]
for any semisimple Lie algebra, where they were defined using a presentation in-
spired by the Drinfeld presentation of quantum affine algebras [Be]. We will consider
only the quantum toroidal algebra U¨q,t(slr) of type slr, which is the associative al-
gebra over K = C(q
1
2 , t) generated by
E
(i)
k , F
(i)
k for i ∈ Z/rZ and k ∈ Z
K
(i)
±,k for i ∈ Z/rZ, k ∈ Z≥0, and ± = +,−
subject to certain relations. To state the relations, we collect the generators into
currents:
E(i)(u) =
∑
k∈Z
E
(i)
k u
−k(56)
F (i)(u) =
∑
k∈Z
F
(i)
k u
−k(57)
K
(i)
± (u) =
∑
k≥0
K
(i)
±,ku
∓k.(58)
(For the purposes of our discussion, we ignore the elements qd1 , qd2 and we specialize
the central element q
1
2 c 7→ q
1
2 .)
For any m ∈ Z, let
θm(u) =
qmu− 1
u− qm
(59)
and let M = (mij)i,j∈Z/rZ be the matrix given by:
mij =
{
±1 if i = j ± 1
0 otherwise.
(60)
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Then the defining relations of U¨q,t(slr) are as follows for all i, j ∈ Z/rZ:
K
(i)
+,0K
(i)
−,0 = K
(i)
−,0K
(i)
+,0 = 1(61)
K
(i)
± (u)K
(j)
± (v) = K
(j)
± (v)K
(i)
± (u)(62)
θ−〈α∨
i
, αj〉(q
−1tmiju/v)K
(i)
− (u)K
(j)
+ (v) = θ−〈α∨i , αj〉(qt
miju/v)K
(j)
+ (v)K
(i)
− (u)(63)
K
(i)
± (u)E
(j)(v) = θ∓〈α∨
i
, αj〉(q
− 12 (t−mijv/u)±1)E(j)(v)K
(i)
± (u)(64)
K
(i)
± (u)F
(j)(v) = θ±〈α∨
i
, αj〉(q
1
2 (t−mijv/u)±1)F (j)(v)K
(i)
± (u)(65)
(tmiju− q〈α
∨
i , αj〉v)E(i)(u)E(j)(v) = (q〈α
∨
i , αj〉tmiju− v)E(j)(v)E(i)(u)(66)
(tmiju− q−〈α
∨
i , αj〉v)F (i)(u)F (j)(v) = (q−〈α
∨
i , αj〉tmiju− v)F (j)(v)F (i)(u)(67)
[E(i)(u), F (j)(v)] =
δij
q − q−1
(δ(qv/u)K
(i)
+ (q
1
2 v)− δ(qu/v)K
(i)
− (q
1
2 u))(68)
where δ(x) =
∑
n∈Z x
n, and the following quantum Serre relations:
∑
σ∈S2
(
E(i)(uσ(1))E
(i)(uσ(2))E
(i±1)(v)− (q + q−1)E(i)(uσ(1))E
(i±1)(v)E(i)(uσ(2))
(69)
+ E(i±1)(v)E(i)(uσ(1))E
(i)(uσ(2))
)
= 0
∑
σ∈S2
(
F (i)(uσ(1))F
(i)(uσ(2))F
(i±1)(v) − (q + q−1)F (i)(uσ(1))F
(i±1)(v)F (i)(uσ(2))
(70)
+ F (i±1)(v)F (i)(uσ(1))F
(i)(uσ(2))
)
= 0.
A.3. Heisenberg algebra. We can replace the generators K
(i)
±,k of U¨q,t(slr) by
other generators P
(i)
±k for i ∈ Z/rZ and k > 0 by imposing the following equality of
formal series:
K
(i)
± (u) = K
(i)
±,0 exp
±(q − q−1)∑
k≥1
P
(i)
±ku
∓k
 .(71)
Then relations (62) and (63) are then equivalent to the following Heisenberg-type
relations for the P
(i)
±k:
[P
(i)
k , P
(i)
−k] =
1
k
(qk − q−k)(q2k − q−2k)
(q − q−1)2
(72)
[P
(i)
k , P
(i+1)
−k ] =
t−k
k
(qk − q−k)2
(q − q−1)2
(73)
[P
(i)
k , P
(i−1)
−k ] = −
tk
k
(qk − q−k)2
(q − q−1)2
(74)
and all other [P
(i)
k , P
(j)
l ] = 0.
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The Fock space representation of the Lie algebra spanned by the P
(i)
±k is multi-
symmetric functions ΛQ = ⊗i∈Z/rZΛ
(i), where:
P
(i)
k 7→
pk[(X
(i)(q + q−1)−X(i+1)t−1 −X(i)t)(q − q−1)]⊥
k(q − q−1)
(75)
P
(i)
−k 7→
pk[X
(i)(q − q−1)]
k(q − q−1)
.(76)
This is verified using the following relation between operators on Λ:
[p⊥k , pk] = k.(77)
In other words, p⊥k = k
∂
∂pk
.
A.4. Skew group algebra. The definition of the vertex representation of U¨q,t(slr)
requires an auxiliary algebra K{L}, which is a skew-version of the group algebra
K[L].
The weight lattice P of slr has a Z-basis given by the fundamental weights
{Λi | i 6= 0}. Another basis of P is {α2, . . . , αr−1,Λr−1}. Define K{P} to be the
K-algebra generated by e±α2 , . . . , e±αr−1 , e±Λr−1 subject to the relations:
e
αi
e
−αi = e−αieαi = 1(78)
e
Λr−1
e
−Λr−1 = e−Λr−1eΛr−1 = 1(79)
e
αi
e
αj = (−1)〈α
∨
i , αj〉e
αj
e
αj(80)
e
αi
e
Λr−1 = (−1)〈α
∨
i ,Λr−1〉e
Λr−1
e
αi(81)
where i, j 6= 0, 1. For any element β = m2α2 + · · ·+mr−1αr−1 +mΛr−1 ∈ P , we
define a monomial
e
β = (eα2)m2 · · · (eαr−1)mr−1(eΛr−1)m.(82)
These monomials form a K-basis for K{P}.
Let K{L} be the subalgebra of K{P} generated by e±αi for i 6= 0. The defining
relations of K{L} with respect to these generators are for all i, j 6= 0:
e
αi
e
−αi = e−αieαi = 1(83)
e
αi
e
αj = (−1)〈α
∨
i , αj〉e
αj
e
αi .(84)
However, we stress that all monomials eβ in K{P} and K{L} are defined via (82).
We regard elements of K{L} as operators on K{L} acting by left multiplica-
tion. We introduce additional operators uP
(i)
0 for i ∈ Z/rZ acting from K{L} to
K{L}[u±1] as follows:
uP
(i)
0 · eβ = u〈α
∨
i , β〉t
1
2
∑
n
j=1〈α
∨
i ,mjαj〉Mije
β(85)
where β =
∑r−1
j=1 mjαj and M is the matrix (60). Equivalently, to compute the
action of uP
(i)
0 , one can use its commutation relations with multiplication operators:
uP
(i)
0 e
αj = eαjuP
(i)
0 ×

u2 if i = j
u−1t∓
1
2 if i = j ± 1
1 otherwise
(86)
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where j 6= 0, together with its action on 1 = e0:
uP
(i)
0 · 1 = 1.(87)
Finally, we define operators q∂αi for i ∈ Z/rZ acting on K{L} as follows:
q∂αi · eβ = q〈α
∨
i , β〉e
β.(88)
A.5. Vertex representation. Let [k]q =
qk−q−k
q−q−1 for any k ∈ Z.
Proposition A.1. (p = 0 case of [Sa, Proposition 3.2.2]) The following assignment
gives rise to an action of U¨q,t(slr) on Λ
Q ⊗K{L}:
E(i)(u) 7→ exp
∑
k≥1
P
(i)
−k
[k]q
(q−
1
2 u)k
 exp
−∑
k≥1
P
(i)
k
[k]q
(q
1
2 u)−k
⊗ eαiu1+P (i)0
(89)
F (i)(u) 7→ exp
−∑
k≥1
P
(i)
−k
[k]q
(q
1
2u)k
 exp
∑
k≥1
P
(i)
k
[k]q
(q−
1
2 u)−k
⊗ e−αiu1−P (i)0
(90)
K
(i)
± (u) 7→ exp
±(q − q−1)∑
k≥1
P
(i)
±ku
∓k
⊗ q±∂αi
(91)
for any i ∈ Z/rZ, where the P
(i)
±k act on Λ
Q according to (75) and (76).
A.6. Connection to quiver currents. Using (75) and (76) we can express the
action of E(i)(q
1
2u) in Proposition A.1 as follows:
E(i)(q
1
2 u) 7→
Ω[uX(i)]Ω[(1 + q−2)X(i) − q−1t−1X(i+1) − q−1tX(i−1)]⊥ ⊗ eαi(q
1
2u)1+P
(i)
0 .
The connection to the (q, t)-quiver currents (55) is then achieved by a simple change
of parameters
κ : q 7→ q−1t, t 7→ q−1t−1.(92)
Explicitly, we have
κ(H
(i,1)
(u)) = (q
1
2 u)−1−P
(i)
0 e
−αiE(i)(q
1
2 u).(93)
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